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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine the primary
personifications of death as perceived by college students.
One hundred fifteen students from private and public
institutions of higher learning were invited to participate
in the study.

Surveys from one hundred nine were useable.

The questionnaire consisted of a demographic survey, factors
related to an individual's experience with death and death
education, and a research instrument known as the Death
Personification Exercise
Of the four pr;..iary personifications, the Macabre (a
dark and fearful oeing) and Automaton (an unemotional being)
were present most frequently.

Out of 109 students, thirty

one students described death using terms that were
antonyms.
was viewed.

This signified ambivalence regarding how death
Frequency counts of physical and personality

characteristics of death were calculated.

Subjects

described death as being the male gender most frequently
(male, n=34; female, n=l; male/female, n=ll; "It," n=ll).
Chi-square was used to determine if personification
differed according to gender, race, belief in existence
after death, religious affiliation, and declared major or
field of study.

Findings were statistically nonsignificant

except for field of study.

Students in health-related

fields and the behaviorals science described death more
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frequently as the Macabre personification. (x -.10.28, df=4,
p< .05, N=109).

This held true health-related ad the

behavioral science students were grouped with education
students (x2=10.47, df=4, p<.05, N=109).

When analysis of

variance was used to determine significance of mean
differences between personification scores and time since
death exposure, the results were nonsignificant.

Likewise,

Pearson's correlation demonstrated a nonsignificant
relationship between age of subject and personification of
death score.

Sexual identification of death as being

primarily male is consistant with prior studies
(Greenberger, 1965; Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, 1976; Lonetto,
1982).

The significant findings of the Macabre

personification by health-related and behavioral science
majors is consistant with studies indicating the avoidance
and denial behavior of health professionals when confronted
with death (Kane & Hogan, 1985; Papoff, 1975).

Replication

of this study with a larger sample is recommended to
determine possible relationships with other variables.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Ultimately, the culmination of life for all individuals
is death.

People have varied perceptions about death and

what it entails.
personified.

Images of death are frequently

Lifton (1979) believes images of death begin

to form at birth and continue to develop throughout the life
cycle.

These images tend to progress from physiological to

symbolic awareness.

Simple images of death as a bogeyman or

monster of the four-to-nine year olds expand, taking on
complex meanings as individuals mature and become more aware
of the influence of death in their lives.
The assignment of physical features and personality
to death is reflective of both individual and cultural
perceptions of death (Greenberger, 1965; Kastenbaum &
Aisenberg, 1976).

Exploration of these images can assist in

gaining an awareness of the meaning death holds for the
individual and society.

"To define death without including

a personal or social meaning surely conveys an attitude
towards the subject, and an attitude towards the
relationship between the definer and

defined"

(Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, 1976, p. 126).

Confrontation with

the threat of death involves the cognitive, affective, and
somatic parts of the personality.

This is a complex and

internal experience that man must face, a task made easier
1
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through symbolization.

The significance of death symbols

vary individually and culturally.

Kastenbaurn and Aisenberg

(1976) support personification as an emotional and symbolic
orientation towards death.
Problem Statement
Death has become known in recent times as the "last
taboo," a subject avoided and ignored (Dickstein, 1977;
Feifel, 1977; Kubler-Ross, I960; Shneidman, 1973).

Sigmund

Freud (1915) questioned if it would "be better to give death
the place...in our thoughts which properly belongs to it,
and to yield a little more prominence to that unconscious
attitude towards death which we have so carefully
suppressed" (p. 20).
Part of the "taboo" status of death is related to the
increasing number of individuals dying in a hospital or
other health care institution rather than at home.
Subsequently, the level of emotional support previously
found in the home deathbed experiences is diminished (Epley
& McCoghy, 1977; Feifel, 1959; Gonda & Ruark, 1984; KublerRoss, 1969; Nash, 1977).
A factor which has affected society's identification
with death is technology (Aries, 1374; Lerner, .1984; Nash,
1977; Shneidman, 1984).

The depersonalization of death

through the influence of current technology has limited
people's ability to actively participate in one's own
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death.

Consequently, death has become a stranger (Aries,

1975; Brim, Freeman, Levine, & Scotch, 1970; Feifel, 1977;
Pattison, 1985 ).
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to identify
personifications of death as perceived by selected college
students.

Differences in groups were determined using

variables such as gender, race, field of study, belief in
life after death, and religious affiliation.

Health care

professionals need to know how one relates to death on a
personal level.

Such understanding may promote better care

by the health care professional when dealing with a person
confronted with death.
Significance of Study
This study holds significance for nursing practice,
education, and research.

First, awareness of whether a

person sees death as frightening or comforting is necessary
to promote a higher level of nursing care for the terminally
ill and their significant others by health care
professionals.

Second, findings of this study are

significant for education.

As the number of elderly

increase, more people will come in contact with or be
involved in their care.
individual’s death.

More people may also witness an

Appropriate education regarding death

is needed to help individuals prepare for the reality and
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inevitability of death.

Leviton (1977) describes the need

for death education and the general public.
Death education would foster communication with loved
ones so that an appropriate death stands a better than
average chance of being achieved.

Without

communication there is little possibility of learning
the symbiotic needs of the person-to-die and the
significant survivors, (p. 45)
Third, data gained from this research and prior studies
regarding the personification of death may promote further
research into the many dimensions of death.
Research Question
The question guiding this research was: What is the
primary personification of death in students, ages 18 to 65,
in selected midwestern university settings?
Subquestions:
1. What is the relationship between age and
personification of death?
2. Is there a difference between student gender and
personification of death?
3. Is there a difference between student field of study
and personification of death?
4. Is there a difference between race and the
personification of death?
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5. Is there a difference between subject belief in
existance after death and personification of death?
6. Is there a difference between religious affiliation
and personification of death?
7- Is there a difference between previous death
exposure and personification of death?
Theoretical Framework
Several unique theories and xdeas are present in which
the authors attempt to explain death and how man relates to
it.

Each theory,, however, is limited in its explanations.

For the purpose of this study, concepts surrounding the
process of symbolization have been utilized to aid in
understanding why and how individuals personify death.
Symbols function as representatives of the psyche and
are necessary for man's development.

Jung (1958) indicates

symbols are meaningful to man as the psyche's expression of
things that cannot be characterized in any other or better
manner.

Jung further reveals the loss and unawareness of

symbols in society deprive people of meaningful connection
and understanding of the individual self.
Cassirer (1955) describes human understanding as imageneeding.

"It remains the case in every instance that the

human spirit needs images which it uses symbolically to
disclose meaning beyond them " (p. 62).

Lifton (1979)

likewise believes in the need to structure images into
metaphors and models to better understand human nature.
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The use of images is perceived as a teaching-learning
operation by Bounding (1956) and behavior i3 dependent ipon
the image.

Boulding also suggests images have a historical

and formative nature.

Images are built up as a result of

past experiences of the processing of the image.

Thus, part

of the image is the history of the image itself.
Rose (1962), in his Symbolic Interaction Theory,
proposes that people live in a symbolic environment as well
as a physical environment.

Thus individuals can be

stimulated to act by symbols as well as by physical
stimuli.

Rose also supports the process of symbolization as

a learning experience.

Symbol is defined as a stimulus that

has a learned meaning and value.

Response to a symbol is

found in terms of its meaning and value.
Structurally, the process of symbolization specifically
related to death is best defined in Lifton's FormativeSymbolic theory (1965) and Vernon's Social-Symbolic Theory
(1979).

These theories are similar and complement each

other.
Lifton (1976) identifies psychologists such as Rank,
Adler, Jung, Fromm, and Horney as utilizing a formative
principle similiar to his approach, a symbolization process
involving continuous creation and transformation of psychic
structures such as images and forms.

The formative-symbolic

process sequence is from the physiological tc the more visual
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imagery to symbolic forms.

For example, the process may

progress from physical motion to images of movement to the
sense of development, growth, and change.

As images begin

to form at birth and continue to exist throughout the life
cycle, images of death also develop and mature.

"...the

representation of death evolves from dim and vague
articulation in the young organism's inchoate image to
sophisticated symbolization in maturity..." (Lifton, 1976,
p . 20).
Death is considered by Lifton to be formative as it
promotes the confrontation of the most fearful aspect of
life. "Death is rendered formative by its very naturalness
In real psychological ways, one must 'know death' in order
to live with 'free imagination'" {1976, p. 47).
Confrontation of death through symbolization allows the
individual to cope and prepare in various ways for the
threat of "non-being," to face the reality of death.
Lifton enhances his theory by identifying the
"individual image as a structured anticipation of
interaction with the environment" (1979, p. 38).

Death is

not just a biological phenomenon, but it encompasses social
symbolic dimensions also.

This thought is central to

Vernon's Social-Symbolic Theory, also known as ISAS.
Vernon's (1970) theory supports

"the behavior of the

individual (I) including decisions of an individual are
relative to symbols (S) or meaning, to the audience (A) and
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to the situation (S)" (Vernon, 1970, p. 14).

Information

about death as a physical and social phenomenon is gained
through observation of human behavior, including verbal and
non-verbal behaviors.

Environment and other people may thus

affect a person's response to the threat of death.
For the purpose of this study, primary concepts
utilized for the theoretical framework are summed up as
follow:
1. Human beings utilize images, metaphors, and models
to define themselves, society, and the environment in which
they live.
2. Human beings live in a symbolic as well as a
physical environment and thus can be stimulated to act by
symbols as well as by physical stimuli.
3. Symbolization is a fundamental and essential
characteristic of human beings, allowing each individual to
confront, interpret and express meanings that may be
threatening to the self.
4. The process of symbolization is formative and
progressive.

Symbols evolve from simple concrete images and

progress to complex, abstract meanings and ideas.
5. The behavior of individuals is relative to symbols
or meaning, to the audience, and to the situation.
£. Death is a socially defined phenomenon.

Thus,

information about death related behavior can be learned
through observation of verbal and/or nonverbal human
behavior.

9

Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, the follow'ng
definitions were used:
Personification of death: the assignment of physical
and/or personality characteristics to death.

This will

be demonstrated through written descriptions of death.
Student: an individual currently enrolled in a
midwesten university, whose age is between 18 and 65
years.
Limitations
In previous studies on death personification the
primary groups studied were students, usually young adults.
This was a major limitation in that it did not allow for
generalization to the population as a whole.

It did not

take into account the large number of young adults who may
not be students.

Generalization to students also did not

take into account the significant variety of post-high
school educational settings.

This study was confined to the

north central area of the country, thus the views of *-ht?se
students may have been limited to the upper midwest locale.
A positive aspect of this limitation was the
exploration of a population with less frequent exposure to
death than older generations.

This particular research

addressed the same population and included "older-thanaverage" students.

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY
Death, brought to people's attention, may give rise to
a variety of thoughts and feelings.

Human beings, as

symbolizing creatures, have expressed their personal
perception;' about death through the application of physical
and personality features to death.

Some of these

expressions have been documented through media such as art,
literature,

theater, radio, and television.

The impact

death has upon people is evident through countless
references found in these media.

This expression of death

has given death a face or identity, as well as a
personality.
Literature references to death are vast in number.
Many references regarding the description of death are found
in religious writings such as the Bible and the Koran.
Tolstoy (1960) described death through the eyes of the main
subject in his book, The Death of Ivan Illych.

The Russian

author, Solzhenitsyn (1971) described how death appeared to
the characters in his book, Cancer Ward.

Melville and Hesse

frequently confronted the topic of death in their writings
as discussed by Shneidman (1973).

The poetry of

Shakespeare, Shirley, Young, Henlev, Milton, and Dickinson,
to name a few authors, provide descriptions of their
perceptions of death as indicated by Enright (1983).
10
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Ancient Greek artists frequently represented death
"Thanatos" as a sleeping youth or young man carrying an
inverted torch (Bardis, 1981).

Death, often called the twin

brother of sleep, has been pictured with Sleep on tombs as
twin males sitting beside each other (Lessing, 1914;
Gottlieb, 1959).

The image of death has varied from that of

an angel, a rider of a pale horse, a "bogeyman," a shadow,
or a formless dark entity (Lonetto & Templer, 1986).
Traditional symbols found in art and literature are the
scythe and hourglass, bow and arrow, the inverted torch or
sword, and the skull and crossbones.

Death has been also

pictured in art as a clock or watch (Gottlieb, 1959).
Perhaps the most familiar image of death is the skelton or
wasted figure holding a scythe.

This figure has been

present since the early fourteenth century (Aries, 1974).
Heightened awareness about death has significantly
increased the amount of literature and research found on
this subject in the last 20 years.

Research on death has

included studies on death anxiety (Laube, 1977; McDonald,
1976; Templer, 1970), fear of death (Durlak, 1982; McMordie,
1981), religious views and death (Conrad, 1985; Feifel,
1976; Kahoe & Dunn, 1975), death education (Crase, 1978;
Leviton & Fretz, 1978), the mentally ill and preoccupation
with death (Feifel, 1955; Lester & Schumacher, 1969),
children's perceptions of death (Bluebond-Langer, 1978;
Lonetto, 1980), and how health professionals relate to
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death (Golub & Reynikoff, 1971; Kane & Hogan, 1985).
Research about death has not been limited to those subjects
listed above but includes several more areas.
Research regarding how nurses react to death and the
effect of death education has demonstrated the need for
education in this subject area.

Health professionals

frequently possess the same fears, anxieties, avoidance
behavior, and denial in regards to death as do the general
public (Papoff, 1975).

Death education for health care

professionals should explore personal awareness and
perceptions of death while examining the professional
relationship to the terminally ill and their perceptions.
Papoff (1975) indicates many nurses who become anxious and
uncomfortable when patients ask about death have not come to
terms about their own fear of death.

Sudnow (1967) comments

that nurses often feel less confident meeting the
psychological needs of terminally ill patients than with the
technical care given.

"Nurses are the members of the health

team who have the most contact with the dying patient.... How
they view death and dying will influence the type of
interaction they have with the dying patient" (Caty, DownerWamboldt, & Tamlyn, 1982, p. 20).

Lack of preparation in

life experiences such as death and in professional education
leave nurses ill-prepared to cope with the stress of dealing
with dying patients as reported by Miles (1980).
Exploration of death-related feelings and concurrent death
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education promote self awareness and personal growth within
the health professional.

Leviton (1977) suggests death

education is preventive, interventive, postventive, and
rehabilitative as the knowledge is useful anywhere along the
life experience.
Despite the proliferation of literature and research
regarding death, formal research in the area of death
personification has been minimal.

Lessing (1914)

conceptualizes that personification of death acts as a vital
symbolic function.

Personification of death has been

recognized as one of the most historical methods of coping
with fear of death.

Borkeneau (1955) and Jung (1958) felt

in order to appreciate individual perceptions of death, the
archetypes of death must be first recognized and
understood.

Aries (1974) has done considerable historical

analysis of changing attitudes, ceremonies, and customs
surrounding death of western man.

He reports how

personifications of death act as channels for expression of
individual emotional and cognitive orientations towards
death.
In a number of studies addressing the personification
of death, death has been identified primarily as male
(McClelland, 1963; Greenberger, 1965; Kastenbaum &
Aisenberg, 1976; Lonetto, 1982; Lonetto, Fleming, Clare, and
Gorman, 1976).

Relatively few studies, however, have

allowed for a more complete physical description of death.
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Kastenbaum and Aisenbery (1976) researched the
personification of death through the use of the Death
Personification Exercise (DPE) and have isolated four
primary descriptions of death.

In the DPE, the subjects

were asked the following question: If death were a person,
what sort of person would death be?

Subjects were required

to think about this question until an image of death formed
in their minds. They were then to write their description
down.

Descriptions of death were not confined to just

physical characteristics but could include personality
and/or emotional qualities.

The research identified the

descriptions of the Macabre, the Gay Deceiver, the Gentle
Comforter, and the Automaton.
The skeleton or wasted figure is identified as the
Macabre.

The Macabre figure, usually a repulsive figure,

may promote fear in an individual.

The Gay Deceiver (or

Tempter) personification is initially described as
attractive, inviting, and full of life, but later turning on
the individual to take their life.

The Gentle Comforter is

a welcomed visitor who relieves one from the burdens and
pains of life.
Automaton.

The final primary personification is the

The Automaton is described as being unfeeling

and emotionless, something or someone merely performing an
assigned task.

A less common category is that of a void or

formless personification.

Occasionally, a specific

description of death has been given such as a juggler or
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dancer.

This description cannot be classified in any of the

above categories and has not been given a specific title.
This study has been replicated by Lonetto (1982) who
verified the existance of these four primary
personifications.

Lonetto modified the DPE to allow for an

expanded analysis of the physical and personality attributes
found in the descriptions of death.
The limited number of studies on the personification of
death have not allowed for consistent examination of
possible influencing factors such as age, gender,
occupation, race, religious affliation, and other
demographic variables.

Some researchers (McClelland, 1963;

Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, 1976; Lonetto, 1982) have attempted
to correlate selected demographic variables with death
personification scores.

Statistically significant findings

were related to age and sex of the individual.

The

importance of these relationships and others that may exist
merit further research in this area.
In review, there have been four primary
personifications identified in the research and literature.
While a significant number of studies on death and various
physical, psychological, religious, social, and
environmental factors have been done in recent years, the
personification of death has had limited attention.

Chapter 3
Methodology
A descriptive, correlational study was done to
determine the personification of death as perceived by
selected students.

Specifically, this chapter will include

discussion of subject selection, sampling methods,
protections of subject's rights, tools, data collection
methods, and planned statistical analysis.
Subjects and Sampling Method
The subject group utilized in this study was a
nonrandom convenience sample taken from three institutions
of higher learning.

One institution was public, the other

two were private religious institutions.

To allow for a

broader range of students and to limit the possibility of
centering on students of the same field of study, subjects
were obtained from those enrolled in required general
education courses.

Subjects tested were in classes of

Algebra, Chemistry, and English.

One hundred fifteen

students were invited to participate in the study and a
response rate of 100% was obtained.

However, only 109

questionaires were usuable due to missing data.
The number of participants from each of the three
institutions tested were fairly evenly distributed.

Forty-

one (38%) subjects were from a Catholic institution of
higher learning; 32 subjects (29%) were from a Protestant
16
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institution of higher learning; and 36 subjects (33%) were
from a public institution of higher learning.

The female

response rate was slightly higher than the male response
rate with the distribution being 60% and 40% respectively.
The majority of the respondants were full-time (97%) and in
their freshman year of study (63%).

Seventeen (16%)

subjects were enrolled in education, 43 (39%) in health
related/behavioral sciences, and the majority of subjects,
49 (45%), were in other fields of study .

Caucasian

respondants (86%) significantly outnumbered Native American
(9%) with only six (5%) students falling outside these two
racial categories.

Subjects were asked to identify their

religious affiliation.

Twenty-eight percent were Catholic,

40% were Lutheran and the remaining 32% were of other or had
no religious affiliation.

The subjects were asked to rank

the strength of their religious beliefs on a scale on one to
five, with one being very weak and five being very strong.
The mean score for this question was 3.58 ( SD=0.88,
n=108).

The age of the subjects ranged from 18 to 53 years

of age.

Year of high school graduation ranged from 1953 to

1988.

A description of the sample is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1

Sample Profile
Characteristics

_________ %

Educational Institution
Catholic Institution of Higher Learning
Protestant Institution of Higher Learning
Public Institution of Higher Learning

38
29
33

41
32
36

Gender
Female
Male

60
40

65
44

Current Class Status
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

63
29
6
2

69
31
7
2

Major
Health related/ Behavioral Sciences
Education
Other

39
16
45

43
17
49

Enrollment Status
Part-time
Full-time

3
97

3
106

Race
Native American
Caucasian
Other

9
86
5

10
94
6

Religion
Catholic
Lutheran
Other

28
40
32

31
43
35

Character istics
Strength of Religious
Beliefs
l=very weak
5=very strong
Age
Year Graduated from
High School
N=109

X

SD

Range

n

3.58

0.88

1-5

108

21.55

18-53

109

1984

1953-1988

109
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Protection of Subjects' Rights
Several methods were utilized to assure the protection
and rights of subjects involved in this study.

One,

participation was on a voluntary basis with the option to
withdraw without prejudice at any time during the study.
Two, the investigator did not have access to the class roll
and was not connected to the classes prior to the date
collection and therefore had no influence on student outcome
in the given course.

Three, students were provided with a

consent form after being informed by the investigator as to
the nature and purpose of the study.

Four, participants'

confidentiality and anonymity were assured.

Five, detailed

demographic material obtained did not require names or other
identifying data.

Six, testing material had matching

numbers on each set to minimize inadvertant separation of
the data collection sheets.

The cover letter with the

consent form had no identifying numbers or marks on it.
Copies of the research tools and cover letter are provided
in Appendix A.
The risk of danger or harm to the subjects was
minimal.

Some argument exists whether psychological harm

can be done to an individual when asked questions that may
produce anxiety.

Because death is viewed as anxiety

provoking, temporary anxiety may have been felt by some
individuals during or after the data collection.

Typically,

this should have been a relatively short response for the
individual without negative lasting effects.
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Tools
The Death Personification Exercise (DPE) was utilized
in the data collection along with a demographic
questionnaire.

The DPE was originally presented in the work

of Kastenbaum and Aisenberg (1976).

The instructions tor

the DPE are: "If death were a person, what sort of person
would death be?

Think of this question until an image of

death forms in your mind and then write your description of
death down on the paper provided.

Your description of death

is not limited to just physical characteristics, but may
also include personality and/or emotional qualities".
Data Collection Methods
The test and demographic material was administered with
the instructor's permission during a regularly scheduled
class period.

Following an introduction of the

investigator, an explanation of the nature and purpose of
the study was given.

Volunteers for the testing were

requested for at this time.
the same setting.

The test was administered at

This promoted a greater accuracy in the

responses of the students in that testing immediately
limited the time given for students to contemplate the
subject beforehand.

The test packet consisted of a cover

letter with a consent form, a demographic questionnaire, and
the DPE.

As the test packets were returned, the cover

letter and signed consent form were separated from the
packet and given to the participants.
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Statistical Analysis
The analysis of the data involves methods used for both
quantitative and qualitative analysis.
inferential statistics were utilized.

Both descriptive and
Frequency

distributions were done to measure the central tendency of
all variables.

Pearson's product-moment correlation. Chi-

square, and anal/sis of variance were also used in the data
analysis.

Some qualitative analysis was completed relative

to scoring of the DPE.

The level of significance used in

this study was at the .05 level.

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS
Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS-,

i

.

Frequencies were run on all

data followed by Chi-square, Pearson's product-moment
correlation, and analysis of variance as appropriate to the
level of measurement for given variables.

Preliminary

qualitative analysis of personification categories was also
completed.
Death-Related Factors
A portion of the research instrument dealt with factors
related to death.

Most subjects reported belief in some

form of existance after death (96%). Sixty-seven percent of
the subjects indicated that as children, questions about
death were answered for them.

Twenty subjects (18%) stated

they had no memory of being exposed to death as children
while the remaining 15 subjects (14%) stated death was never
explained to them during their childhood years.

Education

regarding death was reported by only 28 of the subjects
(26%) with the majority of these (n=20) having less than
five hours of death education.

Eleven subjects reported

their education regarding death had occurred 13-24 months
prior to data collection.

The majority of the subjects felt

they were not capable of facing the death of a loved one or
significant other at this time (X=2.80, SD=1.31, N--109).
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The response for this item was oi. a five point scale with
one being strongly disagree and five being strongly agree.
A summary of the frequency of death-related factors is
presented in Table 2.

Taole 2
Death-Related Factors
n

Characteristics

%

Post-Death Belief
Yes
NO
Missing data

96
3
1

105
3
1

Explanation of Death during childhood
Never explained
No memories of death exposure
Questions answered
Missing data

14
18
67
1

15
20
73
1

Death Education
Yes
No
Missing data
Hours of education reideath
Less than 5
More than 5
Not applicable/missing data

26
70
4

28
76
5

18
7
75

20
8
81

Months since education rerdeath
1-6 months
7-12 months
13-24 months
25-60 months
61 or more months
not applicable/missing data

4
4
10
4
2
76

5
4
11
4
2
83

Characteristics
Capable of facing death
of others at present
l=strongly disagree
5=stronqly agree
N-109

X
2.80

SD

Range

1.31

1-5

n
109
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Death Experience Factors
Another portion of the research instrument dealt with
factors related to personal experiences of a relative’s or
friend's death.

Seven of the subjects (6%) reported no

exposure to death while 102 (94%) identified at least one
death exposure.

T-'o subjects listed as many as six

experiences with death.

Fifty percent of the subjects

reported having exposure to death 1-5 years prior to the
data collection.

The majority of respondents (42%)

indicated the person(s) who died were grandparents.
Seventeen percent indicated they had lost an aunt or uncle
through dea'.h.

The majority of subjects (46%) described the

relationship as being ''close."
death of a spouse.

No subjects reported the

The number of siblings, mother, or

father accounted for a total of 16%.
findings is presented in Table 3.

A summary of these
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Table 3

Death Experience Factors
%

Characteristics
.... ''

;.v.;

;;

n

■ _.

Recency of Death Exposure
1-3 months
4-6 months
7-12 months
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years
no exposure

9
10
8
50
10
7
6

10
11
9
54
11
7
7

Relationship
Father
Mother
Grandparents
Sibling
Cousin
Niece/Nephew
Aunt/Uncle
Friend
Family member (not identified)
Not applicable

6
5
42
5
3
2
16
14
1
6

7
5
46
5
3
2
18
15
1
7

Rating of Closeness of Relationship
Distant
Acquaintance
Close
Very close
Not applicable

3
17
46
28
6

3
19
50
30
7

Witnessed Death
Yes
No

14
86

15
94

N=109
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Guiding Research Question
The guiding research question investigated in this
studi was: What is the primary personification of death in
students, ages 18 to 65, in selected midwestern university
settings?

In the analysis of the DPE, guidelines

established by Kastenbaum & Aisenberg (1976) were explicated
for the coding of each death personification category.
Descriptions that did not fall into one of the four main
cate1'Tries were placed into a fifth category.

While

differences existed in the coding between rater one and the
control rater, identified in the tables as rater two, a
strong inter-rater reliability was found (85%) when
utilizing the formula for inter-rater reliability (Polit and
Hungler, 1987) as follows:
_______number of agreement__________
number of agreements + disagreements
Only a small percentage (6-7%) of the subjects identified
death as the Gay Deceiver.

The classifications Macabre and

the Automaton were fairly close in numbers with slight
differences between the raters (Rater 1 = 23 + 22
respectively; Rater 2 = 22 + 26 respectively).

The majority

of the personifications fell into the fifth category of
Other with 44% scored by Rater 1 and 43% by Rater 2.
results of the DPE coding are found in Table 4.

The
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Table 4
Personifications of Death
Personifications of Death

(Rater 1)_________ %___________ n
21

23

(GaDe)

7

7

Automaton

(Auto)

20

22

Gentle Comforter

(GeCo)

12

13

40

44

20

22

Macabre

(Ma)

Gay Deceiver

Other (void, specific identity)

Personifications of Death

(Rater 2)

Macabre

(Ma)

Gay Deceiver

(GaDe)

6

7

Automaton

(Auto)

24

26

Gentle Comforter

(GeCo)

10

11

40

43

Other (void, specif ic identity)

N=109

/
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Subquestion 1
What is the relationship between age and
personification of death?
Pearson's product-moment correlation was used to
determine the relationship between subject age and
personification of death.

Results indicated almost no

relationship and the findings were nonsignificant.

The

correlation coefficient for Rater 1 was .04 and for Rater 2
was .07 (p=NS; N=109).
Subquestion 2
Is there a difference between student gender and
personification of death?
Chi-square was used to determine group differences
between gender and personification of death.

Findings were

not significant (X2 =3.30, df=4, p=NS, N=109).
Subquestion 3
Is there a difference between student field of study
and personification of death?
Field of study or declared majors by subjects resulted
in 12 different categories.

These categories were:

Education, Health Sciences, Behavioral Sciences, Business,
Aeronautics, Public Advertising, Arts & Humanities, Health &
Physical Education, Law Studies, Engineering, and
undecided/not listed.
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Data were analyzed utilizing two different groupings.
First, field of study data were grouped according to health
related/behavioral sciences majors (group 1) versus all
other majors (group 2).

The second grouping shifted all

health related/behavioral science and education majors into
cne category.

These groupings were done because the health

related/behavioral science and education majors tend to have
more contact with people on a personal basis.

The shifting

of the education majors from one grouping to the other
showed the greatest change to be found in the Macabre and
Other categories, five and seven subjects respectively.
Findings showed that differences existed between type of
field of study and personification of death.

The obtained

X 2 for health related/behavioral science and other majors
was 10.28, df=4, p<.05, N=109.

When health

related/behavioral science and education majors were grouped
into one category, the obtained X2=10.47, df=4, p<.05,
N=1Q9.

Results are presented in Tables 5 and 6.
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Table 5
Group Difference Between Health Related/Behavioral Sciences
Majors and Other Majors

Major

|

Personification

Group 1 |

Ma

1 GaDe

Preq.

11

1

5

Percent| 10.09

1

4.59

Row

% | 25.58

| Other |

Total

Auto

|

GeCo

1

io

!

7

|

10 I

43

1

9-17

! 16.42

1

9.17 |

39.45

1 11.63

i 23.26

| 16.28

|

23.26 |

Col. % 1 47.83

1 71.43

I 45.45

| 53.85

|

22.73 |

Group 2 1

1

_____l

12

!

2

Percent| 11.01

1

Row

1

Freq.

% | 18.18

Col. % i 52.17

|

66

5.* :

| 31.19

|

60.55

9.09

| 51.52

|

I 54.55

i 46.15

| 77.27

|

1

|

!

44

|

109

| 40.37

|

100

i

6

1.83

| 11.01

|

3.03

| 18.18

|

1 28.57
1

7

1 21.10

1

6.42

Chi-square

34

12

23

1

1________ !________ !

1

22

| 20.18

13

| 11.93

1

DF

Value

Prob

4

10.28

p c .05

N=109

Group 1 = Health-relater/Behaviorai Science Majors
Group 2 = All Other Majors
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Table 6
Group Differences Between Health Related/Behavioral
Science/Education Majors and Other Majors

Major

Personification

Group 1!

Ma

|

GaDe

Freq.

16

1

6

Percent| 14.60

I

Row

1 Other

Total

| Auto

I

GeCo

1

12

1

9

I

17 !

60

5.50

| 11.01

|

8.26

1

15.60 |

55.05

% ! 26,67

| 10.00

| 11.01

| 15.00

1

28.33 |

Col. % | 69.57

I 85.71

| 54.55

| 69.23

1

38.64 |

Group 2 I

1

1___ ____I

_J________

7

|

1

1

io

1

4

1

27 |

49

6.42

|

0.92

|

9.17

|

3.67

1

24.77 |

44.95

% | 14.29

|

2.04

1 20.41

|

8.16

1

55.10 |

| 14.29

| 45.45

| 30.77

1

61.36 |

i

7

|

f

13

1

44 |

109

|

6.42

| 11.93

1

40.37 |

100

Freq.
Percent|
Row

____ !_____

Col. % | 30.43
23

1
1

21.10

Chi-square

22

| 20.18

DF

Value

Prob

4

10.47

p < .05

N=109

Group 1 = Health-related/Behavioral Science/Education Majors
Group 2 = All Other Majors
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Su^questicn

<.

Is there a difference between race and personification
of death?
Data regarding race were grouped according to Native
American, Caucasian, and others.

Findings, based upon Chi-

square were inconclusive due to small cell size of all
categories except Caucasian,
Subquestion 5
Is there a difference between subject belief in
existance after death and personification of death?
As portrayed in Table 2, 105 subjects believed in
existance after death compared to three students who did not
believe in existance after death.

Again, due to small cell

size of the "no" group, Chi-square results were
inconclusive.
Subquestion 6
Is there a difference between religious affiliation and
personification of death?
Religious affiliation was grouped into Catholic,
Lutheran, and other.

However, when Chi-square was used to

analyze the data, some cells of personification had such
small numbers that results were inconclusive.
Subquestion 7
Is there a difference between previous death exposure
and personification of death?
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Subjects were asked to indicate the number of months
since an immediate family member or person close to them had
died.

Analysis of variance showed no significant

differences between the personification of death scores and
time since death exposure.
Additional Findings
Qualitative analysis was done to determine frequency of
specific characteristics found during the coding of the
DPE.

Similarities and differences of physical attributes

and emotional characteristics were tabulated by hand.
Of the 109 subjects tested, 57 (52%) gave death a
gender or identified death as being an "it."

Of these 57

subjects, 34 identified death as being male.

One subject

personified death as female, 11 identified death as being
he/she and 11 referred to death as "It".
Other physical characteristics identified were facial
descriptions (9%), eyes (7%), voice (2%), hair (2%', clothes
(6%), and color of clothing and/or death (23%).

Of the 10

individuals who commented on the face of death, seven (70%)
described the face as indescribable, one that could not be
seen, or that it did not have an^ features.

Black was the

most frequent color mentioned (13%) and it was usually in
reference to the clothing worn by death.

Death was

described as being "tall" or "large" by ten (11%) subjects.
Seven subjects (6%) saw death as a devil, monster, demon,
skeleton, Grim Reaper, or Charon while three (3%) described
death as an angel, God, or Jesus Christ.
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Frequency counts were done on the emotional and
personality traits of death.

The description of "cold"

(17%), "dark" (15%), end "quiet" (16%) we?:e the most common
traits mentioned.

Death was identified as "peaceful" by

eight subjects (7%) and "powerful" by 12 (11%) of the
subjects tested.
Of significant interest was the presence of opposite
descriptions of death frequently found in the responses.
Ten people (9%) referred to death as "evil" or "bad" while
eight (7%) saw death as being "good".

Only two of the

people who referred to death as evil did not include the
"good" description.

Six (6%) subjects said that death was

"sad" and six (6%) participants described death as being
"happy".

Death was identified as "mean" or "cruel" by seven

(6%) subjects and "kind" by nine (8%).

A summary of the

physical and personality characteristics attributed to Death
is presented in Table 7.
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Table 7
Physical and Personality Characteristics of Death
Characteristics

n

%*
*

Gender
Male
Female
Male/Female
It

31
1
10
10

34
1
11
11

Colors
Black
White
Gray
Pale
Light-complected

13
4
2
4
1

14
4
2
4
1

3
6
7
3
3
1
2
1
1
6
9

3
7
8
3
3
1
2
1
1
6
10

6
3

7
3

17
15
16
11
9
7
6
6
6
8
7

19
16
17
12
10
8
6
6
7
c

Physical Description
Face Descriptive
Face Non-Descript
Eyes
Voice
Hair
Cheeks
Hands
Fingers
Shoes
Clothing described
Tall/Large
Devil/Monster/Skeleton/Grim Reaper/Charon
Angel/God/Jesus Christ/Powerful Being
Personality Description
Cold
Dark
Quiet
Powerful/Strong
Evil/Bad
Good
Sad
Happy
Mean/Cruel
Kind
Peaceful
N=1Q9

* Columns will not total 100% in that each category was not
addressed by all subjects.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Summary
The need for a greater personal and societal
understanding of how individuals react to the thought or
threat of death is emphasized in light of the changes in
society.

The movement from the home to the hospital setting

for the dying as well as the indecision of when death
actually occurs has caused individuals to lose touch with
their perceptions of death (Epley & McCoghy, 1977; Fiefel,
1959; Gonda & Ruark, 1984; Kubler-Ross 1969; Nash, 1977).
Understanding of how a person perceives death, through the
process of symbolization encourages a greater awareness of
personal and societal responses to death and allows for the
enhancement of care towards the death-threatened individual
(Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, 1976; Lifton, 1979).

The usage of

symbolization is a natural process of humans for dealing
with and understanding reality, life, and death (Boulding,
1956; Cassirer, 1955; Lifton, 1976; Vernon, 1970).

Death

has been given various images throughout history (Aries,
1974; Bardis, 1981; Gottlieb, 1959; Lessing, 1914) and these
images frequently evoke a variety of responses from each
individual, depending upon both internal and external
factors.

Death-related behavior is affected by the

individuals' symbolization of death, the current meaning
36
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behind death, the societal beliefs and behavior, and by
situational factors (Lifton, 1976, Vernon, 1970).

To assist

in the provision of caring for individuals threatened by
death, health care providers need to explore the process of
symbolization related to death perception (Leviton, 1977;
Miles, 1980; Papoff, 1975).

Enhanced understanding and

communication of individual perceptions and symbolization of
ueath promotes a higher level of care for those threatened
by death {Caty, Downer-Wainboldt, & Tamlyn, 1982).
The purpose of this study was to examine the
personifications of death as perceived by selected college
students.

While much research can be found on death itself,

little research is documented in the literature on death
symbolization and personification of death.

Thus, an

important element in the understanding and care-giving to
death-threatened individuals is ignored.

Kastenbaum and

Aisenberg (1976) have identified four primary
personifications of death that assist in providing some
understanding of how individuals perceive death.

These

personifications, validated through further research by
Lonetto (1982), provide information about individual
meanings and purposes of life and death.
The guiding research question for this study was: What
is the primary personification of death in students, ages 18
to 65, in selected midwestern university settings?
subquestions dealt with selected various demographic

Several
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variables.

A convenience sample was obtained from one

public and two private religious institutions of higher
learning.

The subjects responded through a written

questionnaire that involved both closed and open-ended
questions.

Data were analyzed using frequency counts, Chi-

square, Pearson's product-moment correlations, and analysis
of variance.

Erref qualitative analysis was done on the DPE

to determine the presence of various physical and
personality characteristics.
Discussion and Conclusions
In the classification of the primary death
personifications, r.he Macabre and Automaton were
significantly higher in frequency than the Gay Deceiver and
Gentle Comforter.

In light of the common use of dark,

disfigured, wasted appearing figures in the various media,
the strong presence of the Macabre is not surprising.

This

figure has been present since the fourteenth century and
remains preveiant in current cultural portrayals of death
(Aries, 1981).
The image of the Automaton, reminiscent of technology
that is considered cold, emotionless, and without feelings,
may be increasing.

This may be due, in part, to medical

advances which make the definition of death (or life) even
more confusing (Aries, 1974; Lerner, 1984; Nash, 1977;
Shneidman, 1984).

The use of artificial life-support has

provided individuals with the perception that consideration
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of the human life, complete with cognitive and affective
abilities, has been lost.

Life may be sustained in a cold

and emotionless manner with the approach of death seen as
flicking a switch off.

This personification may expand as

technology continues to advance.
Along with the four primary personifications, a
significant number of responses fell into a fifth category.
This category consisted of answers that reflected emptiness
or a void, and answers that demonstrated marked ambivalence
in their descriptiosn of death.

Perhaps a fifth primary

personification may be developing, one that correlates to
tne ambivalence noted in many of the responses.

This new

personification would be reflective of two considerations,
the first being the technological advances and how they have
served to isolate people from one another.

The advent of

the cold and emotionless technology has stimulated
individuals to seek out ways to rediscover their feelings.
The second consideration is reflective of the search for a
new self-awareness and "getting in touch with oneself."

The

desire to regain the lost emotions and feelings is promoting
people to seek out new spiritual resources.

It is

frequently noted in the reponses that death is initially
seen as cold and frightening.

However, further in the

descriptions, a desire to see death as a new experience or
away to new awareness is also found. These trends need
further research and validation.
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Another reason for some of the marked ambivalence in
the DPE responses can be found in the increasing awareness
of ethical considerations when it comes to caring for
severely-impaired individuals, both young and old.

The

increasing debate on euthanasia as well as the financial
considerations for massive supportive interventions for
severly handicapped or ill infants have caused individuals
to re-evaluate what life is, quality of life, and purpose of
life (Brim, Freeman, Levine, & Scotch, 1970; Feifel, 1977;
Pattison, 1985).

Many DPE responses suggested that for the

elderly (who may or may not be suffering), death is
appropriate and good while death of the young is evil and
wrong. The ambivalent responses to the DPE can be expected
to rise as the ethical debates continue and medical
resources become more limited due to cost, the increasing
number of elderly, and the smaller healthcare workforce in
society.
The presence of physical, personality, and emotional
characteristics are consistent with prior studies done by
Kastenbaum and Aisenberg (1976) and Lonetto (1982).

Death

is still considered to be primarily male in gender and
frequently seen as cold, dark, and quiet.
In the quantitive analysis of the instruments used for
this research only one subquestion was significant.

This

question dealt with the relationship between field of study
(major) and the personification of death.

A significant
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relationship was found between health related/behavioral
science majors in comparison to other majors.

These

students may be more aware of death and perhaps have a
significant fear of it as previously noted by Papoff (1975)
and Sudnow (1967).

Several researchers suggest that people

who enter the health professions frequently have a stronger
fear c* aversion to death then others and may choose that
field as an attempt to "defeat or conquer" the enemy
(Feifel, 1965; Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, 1976).
Interestingly, 11 of the 43 Health and Behavioral Science
majors perceived death as the Macabre personification
compared to 12 of 66 of the other majors who viewed death as
a Macabre personification.

In light of Lifton's (1976)

Formative-Symbolic theory and Vernon's (1970) SocialSymbolic theory, it is easily perceived that prior to the
subjects' formal health profession education, student's
concept of death may be more traditional, similar to the
Macabre personification.

Many of the Health and Behavioral

science majors may change their personification to a less
threatening one after they have been in the work force for a
while. This change in perception may be dependent upon their
area of specialization (for example, oncology versus
gynecology).

This would also be consistant to Vernon's

theory of the interaction between the individual, the
meaning, the audience, and the situation surrounding the
deafi event.

The grouping of education majors with health
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related/behavioral science majors did not affect the
significance of this relationship and can be explained as a
result of having similiar close and personal contact with
people.

The other majors demonstrated a greater ambivalence

in their personifications of death as evident by the high
percentage found in the fifth category.

Again, this is

expected as the situations encountered, the societal
expectations and behavior, and the meaning of death effects
the symbolization of individuals.

People in majors that

limit personal and meaningful contact with others may not
allow for frequent examination of personal beliefs and
values when it comes to issues regarding life and death.
The results of the remaining subquestions were
nonsignificant or were inconclusive.

Although prior studies

demonstrated a relationship between age, sex, and
personification of death (McClelland, 1963; Kastenbaum &
Alsenberg, 1976; Lonetto, 1982), such findings were not
noted in this study

Further study of these variables may

show some significance once a larger sample size is
attained.
Recommendations
Due to small sample size, study findings can be
generalized to this sample population only.

Findings,

therefore, need to be interpreted carefully.
Recommendations for further study are fivefold.

One, repeat

the study with a larger sample using random selection of
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subject to allow for greater generalizeability.

Two, modify

the tool to assist in eliminating small group sizes and to
gather more information on certain variables.

A recommended

change would be to expand the question regarding the
witnessing of death: how long ago did the death occur; and
was the person a relative?

Another suggestion would be to

change the question regarding death being explained in
childhood to ask how adequately death was explained during
childhood.
scale.

The response should be answered on a rating

Three, test to determine the actual presence of a

new primary fifth personification and associated variables
that may influence the development of this personification.
The most feasible approach would be to continue to use the
DPE, enlarge the sample size, and seek information from the
sample on issues of religion and ethical beliefs.

Four,

complete a factor analysis of obtained DPE responses to
determine if specific characteristics which appeared to be
evident in the preliminary qualitative analysis are valid.
Five, use aggregate analysis to determine differences
between/among the institutions tested.
would facilitate this type of analysis.

A larger sample size

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A

Consent Form
I am a student in a Master's program at the University
of North Dakota.
A research project is required to complete
the MS degree. My research project deals with exploring the
personification an individual would assign to death and the
relationship to the demographic variables.
You are invited to participate in a study designed to
identify the physical and personality characteristics an
individual would assign to the, thought of death.
You were selected as a possible participant in this
study because you are between the ages of 18 and 65 years
and currently enrolled in a midwestern university.
Your participation will be to complete a demographic
questionnaire and a written exercise asking for your
description of death.
There will be minimal, if any risk to
you by filling out this questionnaire.
All information received by you will be assigned a
number code so your responses will remain anonymous. The
data will be recorded in a coded format. Participation in
this study is completely voluntary. Your participation or
nonparticipation in this study will in no way affect your
student status or class standing. You may withdraw from
participation in this study at any time.
Your completion of the questionnaire and exercise
indicates that you have read this consent form, your
questions have been answered, and you voluntarily agree to
participate in this study. A copy of this form will be
given to you. Thank you for your ti.. and assistance.
Mary M. Anderson, Graduate Student
University of North Dakota
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APPENDIX B

Age in y e a r s _________Sex Male

_________

Female

Year of High School graduation or receiving of GED
Present class standing

Freshman _______
Sophomore ________

Junior
Senior

Please list your major field of study _____________
Are you attending school fulltime ________ parttime
Please identify your race
Black _________ Native ojnerican _______ Caucasian
Asian _________ Spanish/Mexican _______
other (please specify)_________________________ ____
Please identify your religious affiliation
Catholic ________ Congregational ________ Methodist
Jewish
________ Episcopalian
________ Mormon
Baptist ________ Presbyterian
________ Lutheran
Jehovah Witness ___________ Christian Scientist ___
other (please specify) ____________________________
How would you rank the strength of your religious beliefs?
1
very weak

2
weak

3
moderate

4
strong

5
very strong

Please mark the following statement that would apply to you.
There is some form of existance after death ______________
There is nothing to be experienced after death ___________
Do you feel that you could adequately face the death of a
loved one at this time?
1
strongly
disagree

2
disagree

3
neither

4
agree

5
strongly agree
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Which of the following best describes you?
Death was never explained to me in childhood.
I have no memories of being exposed to death
in childhood.
Questions about death were generally answered
when I was a child.

_________
_________
_________

Have you ever been given a presentation in a class on death
or attended a series of death education classes?
Yes
No

Approximately how many hours?

less than 5 ____
more than 5 ____

If so, how long ago? Please answer in terms of months
Have you had any deaths in your immediate family or of a
person close to you in the last
1-3 months ____________
1-5 y e a r s _________
4-6 m o n t h s ____________6-10 years ____________________
7-12 months ___________
11-20 years _________
no exposure to death ______________
If so, please list your relationship to the individual.
(eg. sister, mother, etc.) ______________________________
How would you rate your relationship to this individual?
1
distant

2
acquaintance

3
close

4
very close

Have you ever personally v.’itnessed someone's death?

Yes
No

If you have experienced multiple deaths of persons close to
you— please write in how long ago, your relationship to the
individuals and how you rate your relationship to them in
the space below. __________________________________________
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Death Personification Exercise
Instructions— If death were a person, what sort of person
would death be?

Think of this question until an image of

death forms in your mind then write your description of
death down on the paper provided.

Your description of death

is not limited to just physical characteristics, but may
also include personality and/or emotional qualities.
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APPENDIX C

Death Personification Descriptions
(To preserve the quality and personal characteristics of the
responses to the DPE testing, the following descriptions are
exact duplicates of the responses in grammatical form,
sentence and paragraph structure of the sample tested. The
scoring of each DPE description immediately follows the
descriptions by each rater).
101— Death is relentless— he pursues us in our whole life
and can overtake us at any moment. He doesn't always warn
us of his "attack". He takes us "ready or not"! and there
are no choices left after that final experience in life.
(Macabre— Macabre)
102— Death is cold and dark. It is distant and secluded.
It is quiet and lifeless. Death seems black. A person's
face would rarely be seen. The person would appear to be
walking an endless road off into the face of the earth.
It
has no destiny and point of return.
(Automaton— Automaton)
103— Death forms an image of gloom and hopelessness.
If it
were a person I think it would be depressing and not
something I'd really care to have anything to do with.
There really isn't anything good about it but if if came
down to gaining inner peace, it wouldn't be so bad.
(Other— Other)
104— Death, yes is sad, but is also a blessing, looking
forward to a better and eternal life with Christ.
As a person, death relieves us of all our present and
past problems in life and makes us feel comfortable in our
eternal life.
(Gentle Comforter— Gentle Comforter)
105— Death is a friendly person. Some people are afraid of
death. But why? I would say death is a tall good looking
guy with a good personality but some flaws. He wouldn't be
out to get anybody on the basis of prejudice. I think that
he would also be an understanding person— death doesn't
always conquer— People heal from diseases that death likes—
so I think death is a quitter.
(Gay Deceiver— Gay Deceiver)
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106— Charon (Karon) the boatsman on the river Styx from
Greek mythology— If death was ever presented in any form at
all, surly this portrayal of death is the best and most
lasting in my memory. He carried the souls over to Hades.
Vietnam had another face of death, it was always in the
"eyes", always. You could feel it, smell it, almost taste
it. I was a medic.
(Macabre— Macabre)
107— Peaceful.
(Gentle Comforter— Gentle Comforter)
103— A very scary and frightening and cold person but also a
very quiet person.
(Macabre— Macabre)
109— If death were a person it would be like stepping
through a dimension into the open welcoming arms of a warm,
loving person. I had a dream I died one night— I went
through double doors and was standing on the beach in the
warm sand. Jesus was standing in the waves with his arms
outstretched to me and he said, "come home with me, my
child". Just before I stepped into his arms, I yelled back
over my shoulder, "tell them I loved them, they must know I
loved them". Then I stepped into his arms and felt safe and
secure.
(Other— Other)
110— I see death as a transition from one phase of life, or
living as I know it, into another realm. I like to imagine
that we move on to something better with limitless
possibilities, I must confess that I find the idea of
reincarnation extremely pleasing, and I can not say that
this is impossible.
{Other— Other)
111— Death to me is everything around me. It is visible at
all times, but yet remains standing there until it is your
turn to die. It can change from a brick wall to a gun that
is loaded and pointing at your head. At any instant it can
come to life and remove your life from existence in the
physical state of being. It has the ability to make things
look as it would like you to see them.
(Gay Deceiver— Automaton)
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112— Death as a person has beautiful characteristics.
It
has a bright personality that is alive, caring, and w,rm.
It comforts you in the very last minutes of your life and
takes away the pain. It opens to you with open arms.
(Gentle Comforter— Gentle Comforter)
113— Death to me is really two different things, both good
and bad.
I see the images of some that will welcome you into the
new world or understanding. He is kind, compassionate and
everything else you want in someone.
To me, death is also someone that scares me, he is like
a stranger, I don't know what he is like, or how. he acts.
To me Death is something I would just like to avoid all
together.
(Other— Other)
114— Death is dark and cold. Death has no feelings for
anyone else. Death may strike at any time. Death is evil
yet sometimes good. Death covers the earth in every
corner. Death is close by, yes I fear death.
(Macabre— Other)
115— If death were a person it would be male. He would be
old but not really old. He would be powerful. Death would
be a very quiet individual that showed little emotion. He
would wear black clothing, but he himself would be white.
He wouldn't really have facial features it would be more of
just something there. Death would be a very passive
individual.
(Automaton— Automaton)
116— I think death would be a angry type person— someone no
one else likes. No one wants to get close to this person or
get to know them. People fear him, but they're not sure why
exactly. But even though others are afraid of him they
still are very curious and would like to ask many
questions. But death as a person is very mysterious and no
one knows anything about him.
(Macabre— Macabre)
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117— I think death would be a strong person with many
feelings all mixed up. At times it would be hard and
uncaring and yet at other times it would be safe and
caring. Death would be impulsive in its selection or it
could be very cold and calculating. If death liked you, it
would be kind and if it didn't, it could be very cruel and
prolonged. Each time you faced death it would challenge you
to be a stronger person in your beliefs and values and
morals.
It would always challenge you.
(Macabre— Macabre)
118— I see death as a cold personality , uncaring, but that
is only a physical thing that happens to a body because as a
Christian thero is no spiritual death— body death leads to
everlasting, eternal life with Christ. A life where there
is no pain, sorrows— .
i
(Automaton— Automaton)
119— Death is small and quiet. It can sneak up on you when
you least expect it. It doesn't give forewarning unless it
wants you or others to suffer. Then its slow and neverending.
It will take away someone very close so you can
hurt.
(Gay Deciever— Gay Deceiver)
®
120— Death has two forms to me. One is of good, a person in
white (God) who takes away a loved one for eternal peace.
When my Grandfather died, he was very ill, it made me happy
that now he doesn't have to suffer anymore.
But when I was younger I thought of death as a person
in black with no face and bony fingers taking away a person
who was very much loved from those he loved and who loved
him.
(Other— Other)
121— I see the person as a dark image, reminds me of what
Darth Vader would look like. But somehow instead of a
uneasy feeling around it, it has a very calm, relaxed, and
peaceful feeling. Doesn't seem mean or angry but wise and
contented.
(Gentle Comforter— Macabre)
122— Death has no personal or emotional qualities. He or
she just takes you to where you going, just doing his job
and if death didn't, we would be overpopulated.
(Automaton— Automaton)
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123— The person would be dark and mystical.
not willing to tell about himself.
(Automaton— Automaton)

Kind of cold,

124— To me, death would be a very lonely and cold person.
I
think of death as a man. He would be someone who is always
in the shadows. I can't really give death any physical
characteristics, I don't think it would be possible, in my
own mind to.
(Automaton— Automaton)
125— I think the person would be very mysterious and almost
spooky, they would be dressed in black and move quickly.
The person would be very quiet and almost not speak at all
but I don't think the person would be evil. Sometimes the
circumstances in which people die is evil but not death
itself.
(Macabre— Macabre)
126— Death can be final for us on Earth who are left behind—
but I think death and going beyond can be peaceful and if we
all knew what is exactly waiting, we'd want to go too. I
was with several people who died and at the very end— the
smile on their face, the look on their faces were so serene,
so at peace.
I guess a person would have to see it to
believe or understand it.
(Gentle Comforter— Other)
127— Death is more than one being, it is a kind rescuer to
the old and ill with no hope of getting well. At least
those I loved and lost I feel are in a better place.
It is a demon when it takes the young, beautiful who
have a lifetime ahead of them. It is the devil personified
when it is old men who send the young to war. Or the
vicious who profit from death, tyrants or drug czars or
those who poison and pollute our earth. We all know that we
are dying from the time we are born. But those who have a
good life and a long one can look forward to a better life
(Other— Other)
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128— I think that if death were a person it would be someone
who is very strong and powerful. He/She would be very kind
and helpful. Death would come to you and take you away from
all the horrible things you've ever experienced and make you
the happiest you's ever been. But when Death comes for you—
you would be very scared because you don't know what will
happen to you. But once you feel that Death is near and
he/she would tell you everything will be all right— for now
and forever, you would be happy and want to go with Death.
Death will free you from earth and yourself. It's the
ultimate reward for having endured the cruelty. But we
cannot be Death.
(Gentle Comforter— Gay Deceiver)
129— Death to me would
would be a good person
painful life.
Death would be an
who had not even begun
(Other— Other)

have a split personality. Death
if it relieved a person from a
evil person if it occurred to someone
to live their life.

130— My description of death would be that the body becomes
very cold and clammy. All feeling is gone from the body.
Once the body enters heaven, I think the body is alive again
and just continues where it left off when it left earth.
(Automaton— Automaton)
131— I feel death is an evil event. I don't like to think
about death. I think the person would be an evil person.
His personality and feelings towards others would be bad.
He or she would only think of him or herself. He would want
only what would be best for him or her, no matter what the
situation may be. He or she will get whatever they want no
matter how they get it.
(Macabre— Macabre)
132— Death would be a good person, wanting
what they ask for.
Death is a strong, willful person and
most of the time.
Death would be able to understand and
both good and bad parts of life.
Death would be the kind of person who
to anyone in need.
(Gentle Comforter— Ccr'-le Comforter)

to give people
follows the rules
associate with
lends a shoulder
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134— Death: a very cold man, possible a little unstable. No
feelings whatsoever. A godless man, that follows no ones
rules and thrives on the suffering of others.
Automaton— Automaton)
135— I think death would be a very calm in control person.
Death would be a overwhelming person, who takes charge of a
situation.
(Automaton— Automaton)
136— Death is the kind of person who always seems present.
This presence is more or less conscious, depending on
situations, my physical, emotional and/or spiritual state.
Death is a blessing and a curse, a separation from loved
ones, the now into a new realm, most closely identified fcr
me with completion, the final fulfillment. To me it is a
passaae into new life, a life lived in union (complete &
perfect) with my ultimate Lover, Jesus Christ. Death is one
that all of us will have to deal with, its inevitable,
something to deal with and be prepared for now.
{Other— Other)
137— Death would be a person who is very realistic. This
person would have a good self-esteem of his/her self.
He/She would be very content and satisfied with his/her seif
and also everyone surrounding him or her including the
environment. Definitely, a with-it person who not only
likes his/herself but everyone else.
(Other— Other)
138— Death to me would be someone wearing a black cape that
reaches to the bottom of their feet. You would not be able
to see the face, it would be a mystery.
I feel the
personality of death would be different depending on the
person death was taking. If death was taking someone to
heaven he would be happy and rejoiceful. If death would be
taking someone going to hell he would feel sorry for them
and sympathize with them but yet would have to do his job.
(Other— Other)
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139— Would be a com.' > r t , a real cold personfa person with no
preference to age, sex, color, able to grasp the breath out
of any one individual. Cruel, yet peaceful. Has a loving
face like an image you can trust. Someone not to be scared
of. This Person can cause extreme emotional reactions of
loneliness, loss, and anger. But can also bring relief. I
think that death as a person has a multiple of
characteristics, you see it in whatever way feels good to
you. Sometimes the death person causes little or no
reaction but to others, it causes a lot of pain. How you
believe is going to affect the way the death person looks,
behaves and leaves you emotionally.
(Other— Other)
140— Death is someone who has very dark sunken eyes. It has
no feelings of love, hate, it is indifferent.
I don’t care for death. If it were up to me we would
live forever. Death takes little children when they are so
young and sweet. Death takes mothers who have children at
home. Death takes fathers who have families to support.
The thought of death makes me ill.
(Macabre— Macabre)
141— Death would be a distant and cool person to you. Also
moody, because when someone dies close to you, that bad mood
was focused on you or when someone dies that is not close to
you, that means death was in a awful mood but it wasn't
rocused on you.
I can't really see any physical characteristics. May
be just the color black or gray kind of outlined of the
person with a cape over or around death.
Death could also be greed and jealous because he wants
what you have with a person and usually takes that from you.
(Other— Other)
142— The physical characteristics remind me of a thin
person, who sterns sickly. Their face shows no emotion or
color. Their eyes still have their own color which makes me
picture them as still being partly alive.
I think their
personality would stay the same but their emotions would be
different. Their emotions would show a sense of relief and
pleasure. It also shows that of happiness to maybe be with
God. If that's where they have gone. They show a sense of
completeness, like their life is now complete.
(Macabre— Macabre j
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201— Death would take the form of a dark cloud that would
begin to surround and penetrate our minds and bodies upon
dying. It would not have feelings or show emotions, just
continue to go about its job of collecting the dead.
(Other— Other)
202— A quiet person, not necessarily obvious. Very
unemotional type, not one to stand out in a crowd. Someone
who is full of surprises, not sure what he would do next.
(Not like the stereotype people associate with death— the
Grim reaper). In many many ways, would almost be considered
like any other normal person.
(Automaton— Automaton)
203— 2 Deaths, 1 Evil, 1 Happy
(Other— Other)
204— In most cases death would be a pale person, that would
walk around and was not very smart. He would also not show
much emotions about other people.
(Other— Other)
205— Death to me would be a person of multiple
characteristics.
"It" would be like a two-faced friend or
foe. Because of it's ability to strike at any time to
anyone and be ruthless and grotesque it would be evil. On
the other hand, Death would be kind and gentle to those who
had experienced a full and beautiful life, knowing that they
had wanted to die peacefully and without suffering.
If I had to explain how death would look— I'd have to
say it would look peaceful and nice in appearance at times,
and evil and grotesque at others. Maybe it would dress in
blue jeans and have blue eyes one moment, and then have red
eyes and real scary the next.
It's emotional qualities would be to have sympathy for
those who lived a full life, but to have none for those it
strikes suddenly.
(Gay Deciever— Gay Deceiver)
206— If death were actually a person. I would be very
scared of this person. I picture him to be a male figure,
light complected, wearing a black robe and sandals.
I'd think his personality would be very negative,
thinking death is the best way to be.
(Macabre— Macabre)
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207--I think death would be a cruel person if he took away
from you someone that was very close to you. But it might
be different if that person had been ill for a very long
time, then death may be doing you and that person a good
thing.
(Other— Other)
208— If death were a person, I feel it would be someone just
like us. A human being with emotions yet with a. judgemental
personality.
I don't think you can label death or place
characteristics on something that hurts the people around
them.
Throughout my experiences I have learned to accept
death as an understanding that there was a reason behind
it. It was that person’s time to die and the will of God
let it be done. So be the case and we have to accept it.
My older brother died on a drinking and driving accident, it
must have meant something?
Death may have two emotional sides to it, 1. Good and
not understandable. One cannot place a common character
trait on death because to different people it means
different things.
(Other— Other)
209— If death were a person I feel he or she would be sad or
a rather gross looking person. He/she would always be upset
and cry a lot. Then again, he or she could be happy, in a
case where the person was suffering bad. Therefore it would
be a happy cry of relief.
(Macabre— Macabre)
210— Death is just like a thing which cannot move by itself.
(Other— Other)
211— If death were a person, I think it would be someone
that was mean, cruel, real ugly and someone who that would
not have a kind thing to say or do. Death as a person would
not have any friends and he or she would be a loner and he
or she would always try to get someone.
(Macabre— Macabre)
212-^-You would usually think of death as an old person, but
lately all of the suicides with teenagers have changed
that. So now I would probably say those people who have no
reason to live.
(Other— Other)
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214— I think that death itself has certain traits in that he
can be swift and sudden or come at night through the
tulips. Death is very real. In my minds eye all I can see
is God saying its time for you to go or at least a man that
has control over us. This being is very real because there
has to be something after death. Death is just a release of
life so that it can continue onward to something a little
bit better. So, in other words, Death can be cruel or kind,
it depends how a person looks at him. We can never be
scared of him because we have to face him sometime or
another, and whether there is life after death that can only
be answered after we experience it for ourselves.
(Other— Other)
215— Death would be a person who carries a lot of pain.
Because he/she most likely have a job (death) they didn't
ask for but received it as a punishment. Now they have to
take the lives of loved ones day after day (maybe not their
loved ones but someone's loved ones) and they feel guilt and
hurt.
Physically they would have sunken in eyes, with bags
underneath them. A facial expression of deep hurt and sunken
cheeks. He/She would be without love and long to be loved.
(Macabre— Macabre)
216— A beautiful naked lady with a halo and very white teeth
and a golden tan. Always smiling, giving me a good
perception of death. I'm ready to go when the Lord takes me
(Other— Other)
217— I think of death being sort of a happy type person, in
some respects, but also sad I think of it as being like a
regular person.
(Other-~Other)
218— Death is a form of another person.
world.
(Other— Other)

Living in a new

219— Death in my mind, would probably be someone dark, cold,
sorrowful, but yet peaceful. Death is fearful because we
know little about it. Death might be very smart, knowing
what does really happen when we die. Death is something
that is scary to imagine, because we don't know what to
imagine. My biggest fear is being dead in a coffin 6 feet,
under, then re-viving again.
(Macabre— Macabre)
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220 — I usually associate death with the dev.il in the classic
pose of the pitchfork, a tail, horns, and dressed in red.
Maybe he has fire around him also. He is usually very mean
and his deaths usually came suddenly. I do not think this
is funny either.
(Other— Other)
221— Death is the end of our trail on earth as human beings
and the start of a new beginning.
(Other— Other)
222— I seem to picture the angel
about the only person I have seen
However I do see an image of
individual with no mercy, able to
any time.
Macabre— Macabre)

of death, since that is
relating to death.
a large overpowering
crush and take any life at

223— Death would be black at first. Nothing would affect
Him. Later death may be happy and living in another world
for eternity.
(Other— Automaton)
224— When I think of death I usually think of a person very
large coming and carrying the dying person away in his
arms. Death (the man) is very kind talking to the dying
person and he is carrying him away and telling him
everything will be all right. Death (the man) is very
strong, very large and as he walks away with the dead person
he just kind of fades away.
(Gentle Comforter— Gentle Comforter)
226— If death were a person it would have to be a person who
is very alone, and afraid. This person would try to prepare
his descendants for death even though he or she is scared of
death. This person is very tall and wears nothing but a
long loose black gown. He doesn't want anyone to notice him
but just understand what he has to say.
(Other— Macabre)
228— I don't picture death as a person. I couldn't even if
I tried. I've never given much thought to death.
I
suppose, to me, its just blank. No one is to say what death
really is and I for one do not even have an image of how or
who death might be.
(Other— Other)
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229— "Death” would be strong, hopeful, and worthy. He would
be a symbol of good in good situations, and bad in bad
situations. By this I mean, one can look at death which
ever that person sees fit.
(Other— Other)
230— Death would be a person that didn't care about anyone
but himself.
(Gay Deceiver— Gay Deceiver)
232— Death would be a cold person.
rest.
(Automaton— Automate

A person who needs to

233— A dull colored person, gray and one showing no
expression, a very dull and bland person with no excitement,
kind of like a person in a coma.
(Automaton— Automaton)
234— Death to me is a person in white, perhaps even a loved
one meeting you and taking you with them. An overwhelming
sense of joy and peace should accompany death.
(Gentle Comforter— Gentle Comforter)
235— Dark, silent, quiet
(Other— Other)
236— I see a king, whose orders are generally obsolete, but
can also be reversed. I also see somebody who acts in such
a way that it makes people wonder why he did something.
I
also see a man who doesn't act in the same way all the
time. Sometimes he acts quickly, other times over a period
of time.
(Other— Other)
301— Death would be a very tall, powerful person. He would
be extremely sneaky and very scary looking. He would be
frightening to everyone.
(Macabre— Macabre)
302— Death is darkness or like falling asleep.
a cold person, unemotional, and unfeeling.
(Automaton— Automaton)

It would be
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303— Death would be a person you would meet somewhere like
at church, family reunion, or maybe someone that just starts
chatting with you. This person would always stay in your
mind but you would never see him again, he just comes and
goes. This person would be a man (someone who is strong
enough to take life away), he would be very quiet and
unknowing.
(Automaton— Automaton)
304— To me Death is entry into heaven— There for it is love,
perfection, joy. Death looks happy and a comfort to my
eyes. Death looks to me like Jesus Christ Himself.
(Other— Other)
305— A big monster like those in cartoons/movies that are
always trying to kill people. The monster has no
consideration or sympathy for those who are close to the
person and who are left behind.
(Macabre— Macabre)
306— A person in a cloak, the face and hands don't show.
There isn't really a voice either, just kind of a soft
whispering sound that you understand. It's not completely
scary, but very overwhelming. Thinking about it, I can’t
say a person in a cloak, I just see a cloak.
(Other— Other)
307— I guess I think of death as the Grim Reaper
stereotype. Dark, cold, foreboding.
(Macabre— Ma abre)
308— Death is a person whose life has changed. He leaves
his past and goes on for eternity in peace. Death is much
more carefree and peaceful.
(Gentle Comforter— Gentle Comforter)
309— The only image of death I can think of
one— the grim reaper. Something that looks
of the Future it a Dickens novel. Death is
instant of time in ev-' /one's life, nothing
(Macabre— Macabre)

is the obvious
like the Ghost
a very small
more.
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310— Physically, death is
dying. They come to take
suffering, and life as we
(Gentle Comforter— Gentle

a carbon copy of the person
the soul away from pain, despair,
know it. They are relief.
Comforter)

311— Death would be the type of person that, if you saw him
(and it would definitely be a him (not her)), you would be
scared or nervous to meet or be around him. But after you
got to know him he wouldn't be so bad after all.
(Other— Gentle Comforter)
3.12— Death would be a dark person, somewhat mysterious.
I
think of a man (probably because men are labeled "dominant")
who is quiet, and not very revealing. He has very luring
ways, drawing you to him, I guess. A calm attitude, and a
pale somber face with dark eyes and dark hair.
(Gay Deceiver— Gay Deceiver)
313— Death is just a shadow, I cannot see his face. Death
is quiet, and very hard to get to know. I feel cold when I
go near him and uncertain. t try to avoid Death whenever
possible because I get fietrful everytime I see him. But
Death is not mean, or harmful.
(Automaton— Automaton)
314— The image of death, in no way, resembles a person.
(Other— Other)
315— Death would be a tall bearded male with blond hair.
Very caring person with lots of understanding and
compassion.
(Gentle Comforter— Gentle Comforter)
316— I don't believe that you can really personify death, it
is many things to many people, but if I had to picture death
it would be of a ordinary person like you or me. Just an
average looking person who goes about his job and is usually
ignored by most of the people around him who are not
associated with him.
(Automaton— Automaton)
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317— Death is unexpected in most cases so, I think that if
death were a person. It would be looking like a normal
human being. He would act the same and behave the same as
us. His emotions might be different as far as everyday
emotions. He might think that death, as a whole, is great,
that would probably be the only thing different about it.
The rest I think would be that he/she would be like us.
(Gay Deciever— Gay Deceiver)
318— A cold unnerving individual— very solemn and quiet— But
not final— sort of like a new friendship or Beginning.
(Automaton— Automaton)
319— Dark and cold. Mysterious.
eyes.
(Other— Other)

Unable to be seen by human

320— The person would be invisible and hide the majority of
the time. He'd be quiet and seem to care little for
feelings of others. He'd visit unexpectantly and leave
quickly.
(Automaton— Automaton)
321— I feel that Death would be a very disturbed person at
all times. He or She would be well-known as a mean
individual and occasionally get hyped out.
(Other— Other)
322— Death would be a person who looked very dull, very pale
and not much excitement. No one would like this person, he
would be someone to stay away from. People would be
terrified of this person. I imagine Death to be a person
who sticks out in the crowd.
(Macabre— Macabre)
323— A cold dark person.
(Automaton— Automaton)
324— The person would be fairly pale and thin. The
would be weak and he would look sad and gloomy. He
walk very slow and show no excitement. His clothes
torn and dirty, and he wouldn't have any shoes on.
would be messy.
(Macabre— Automaton)
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His hair
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325— If death were a person, death would be boring. There
wouldn’t be anything after death, as far as physical
characteristics. Death's personality and emotional
qualities all depend on what kind of person death was and
how death died.
(Other— Automaton)
326— The body is just a clay figure lying there without the
soul. Lifelessly, placed in a box, to someday, hopefully be
reunited together in a placid heaven.
Death is the person that snatches friends and family
away from the people that love them, but yet takes them to a
better place. It's hard to understand it.
(Other— Other)
327— Death would be a large, strong person. He would be
very powerful.
I picture a man, who is tall with dark
features all dressed in black. He would be sort of like a
judgement maker taking some slowly and painfully and
punishing them or else taking them quickly with very little
pain and kindly.
(Macabre— Macabre)
328— I see no way to personify death. Death is merely a
state of being and I believe God determines when you enter
this state.
(Other— Other)
329— My first response to death as a person would be to
personify him as a male and as black. But this is just a
stereotype I think I've received through studying
literature. Because I have never experienced cruel death
(and do not watch much on t.v.) and because of my religious
thoughts on the afterlife, I would portray death as an
enlightened person bringing me his/her wisdom of the
afterlife and bringing a whole new perspective on my mortal
life. I guess death would be an angel or God's assistant.
I don't know who it would be if one went to hell— but I'm
not sure I believe in this. Death would be quiet but I
would not sense his/her feelings. Death would be
complacent.
(Gentle Comforter— -Gentle Comforter)
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330— Death physically would have no particular race. Even
as I try to picture Death personified, I see a body wrapped
in black flowing cloth, but I am unable to picture any
facial features. Death is fairly tall, 6 feet at least with
very large hands. It's voice very deep in tone, but he
speaks softly and very little is said. He seems to be
domineering, people are intimidated by him, but he is not
frightening. He comes end goes barely noticed.
(Automaton— Automaton.)
332— It's very hard for me to see death as a person, but
when I think merely of the word death and form a visualizing
of a person, I see a man dressed all in black— with a hooded
cape— that covers his head so you can't really see his face
very well or what he looks like. He is very quiet and
mysterious so I don't really know anything to describe him
(Automaton— Automaton)
333— Death looks to me as a person that is very quiet, sad
looking, head hanging and very dark looking but yet also
comforting. It's not a scary picture but a sad one. This
person would talk very softly. The person is also very
frail and skinny looking. Big brown eyes with circles
around them.
(Gentle Comforter— Gentle Comforter)
334— My description of death is a skeleton in a black robe
with a hood over its head. This person doesn't discriminate
between race, ethic background, sex, or even age.
(Other— Other)
335— Death would be the February sun, cold and yet the same
sun in spring in 12 cycles of warmth.
(Other— Other)
336— It would be a strong willed, strong spirited person.
Someone quiet— yet deep in his/her own thoughts. It
wouldn't/shouldn't be someone mean or bad— just someone
whose there and very real.
(Other— Other)
337— I think death would be very quiet, and very withdrawn
but always there. I don't think that death would have any
standout characteristics. Sometimes death could be a good
friend but sometimes he/she could be a worst enemy. But
this person shouldn't be feared but coped with as best as
can be.
(Automaton— Automaton)
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